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Animation - Your fixed electrical installation is broken? What to do? Find a 
registered electrical contractor! (web accessible version)

Scene description There was a thunderstorm outside a 
building.  The male protagonist (a 
middle-aged office man) opened the 
house door and saw a demonised 
"Distribution  Box Monster" and 
"Socket Monster" in the living room.  
Seized by scare, his face turned pale 
and his head was covered with cold 
sweat.  The superimposed text 
“Huh” appeared on the screen. 
Then the  male protagonist said:

Male protagonist: Huh! Why have these fixed electrical 
installations become like this?

Scene description The "Distribution Box Monster" and 
"Socket Monster" turned to the male 
protagonist, cackling with evil 
laughter. 

"Distribution Box Monster" and "Socket 
Monster":

Ha……Ha……Ha!

Scene description The narrator introduced the 
"Distribution Box Monster" and 
"Socket Monster" respectively. 

The superimposed text 
"Distribution Box Monster" and 
"Socket Monster" appeared on the 
screen.
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Narrator: They are "Distribution Box Monster" and 
"Socket Monster", monsters of the fixed 
electrical installation series. 

Scene description A wizard and a ninja, looking serious 
and calm, suddenly appeared behind 
the male protagonist.  Then they 
said: 
 

Self-employed Wizard and Renovation 
Company Ninja: 

Don't be afraid.  Let’s deal with them! 

Scene description The narrator introduced the "Self-
employed Wizard".  The screen 
showed a "Registered Electrical 
Worker Card" beside the "Self-
employed Wizard", on which were 
written: Registered Electrical Worker 
Card, self-employed wizard, without 
an employer (not a registered electrical 
contractor), experience and capability 
were of intermediate-to-high level. 
 

Narrator: "Self-employed Wizard" comes from an 
unregistered electrical contractor. 
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Scene description The narrator introduced the" 
Renovation Company Ninja". The 
screen showed a "Registered Electrical 
Worker Card" beside the "Renovation 
Company Ninja", on which were 
written: Registered Electrical Worker 
Card,  Renovation Company Ninja, 
with an employer (not a registered 
electrical contractor), experience and 
capability were of intermediate-to-high 
level. 
 

Narrator: "Renovation Company Ninja" also comes 
from an unregistered electrical contractor. 

Scene description The Self-employed Wizard made a 
light ball with his hands, while the 
Renovation Company Ninja held a dart 
between his fingers.  Then they said: 
 

Self-employed Wizard and Renovation 
Company Ninja: 

Watch out! 

Scene description  The superimposed text 
"Hmm......Hmm" appeared on the 
screen.  The Socket Monster raised a 
finger and swung it gently.  Then it 
said: 
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"Distribution Box Monster" and "Socket 
Monster": 

Hmm......Hmm!  Neither of you is 
deployed by a registered electrical 
contractor.  We will not fear you! 

Scene description  The Self-employed Wizard and 
Renovation Company Ninja showed 
astonished expressions. 
The scene shifted, where the 
Distribution Box Monster and Socket 
Monster leaned on each other, showing 
disdainful expressions.  
 
The superimposed text "Ha Ha" and  
"I'm afraid"  appeared on the screen. 
At the lower left corner, the male 
protagonist showed frightened 
expressions and said: 
 

Male protagonist: I'm very afraid of them! 

Scene description  The Self-employed Wizard and 
Renovation Company Ninja cried hard 
together and uttered the “oh” sound.  
The superimposed text "Total Defeat" 
appeared on the screen. 
 
 

Self-employed Wizard and Renovation 
Company Ninja: 

Oh! 
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Scene description  The male protagonist was trembling 
with fear.  While at a loss for any 
action, a light bulb appeared above his 
head suddenly.  He came up with an 
idea, picked up his mobile phone and 
logged into the website of the Electrical 
and Mechanical Services Department.  
Then he said: 

Male protagonist: What should I do?  Ah!  Let me 
immediately browse the website of the 
Electrical and Mechanical Services 
Department! 

Scene description The male protagonist found a 
registered engineering limited 
company quickly from the website of 
the Electrical and Mechanical Services 
Department and called out the 
employer, Ms. C.K., of a registered 
electrical contractor. 
 
From bottom to top, a lady in a tight 
combat suit and glasses appeared.  
Then the narrator said: 
 
 

Narrator: Ms. C.K., employer of a registered 
electrical contractor. 
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Scene description The superimposed text "Ms. C.K., 
employer of a registered electrical 
contractor" appeared on the screen.  
Then Ms. C.K. said: 

Ms. C.K.: I can tell at a glance who is a human and 
who is a devil!  Ah Ho, go ahead! 

Scene description A bearded man in a safety helmet stood 
behind Ms. C.K.  Then he said: 

Phoenix Ho: Okay, boss. 
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Scene description The scene showed a "Registered 
Electrical Worker Card" beside 
"Phoenix Ho", on which were written: 
Registered Electrical Worker Card, 
specially deployed electrical worker, 
employed by a registered electrical 
contractor, experience and capability 
were of very high level. The 
superimposed text "Phoenix Ho" 
appeared on the screen.  The narrator 
introduced "Phoenix Ho" and said: 

Narrator: Ah Ho is an electrical worker specially 
deployed by a registered electrical 
contractor.  He has rich experience and 
excellent capability. 

Scene description  Phoenix Ho first made a small flame 
with his fingertips, then created a 
fireball and threw it towards 
Distribution Box Monster and Socket 
Monster.   He said: 

Phoenix Ho:     Hey! 

Scene description Distribution Box Monster and Socket 
Monster fell down in pain after being 
hit.  Then they screamed: 
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"Distribution Box Monster" and "Socket 
Monster": 

Ah! 

Scene description The superimposed text "Purification in 
Progress..." appeared on the screen. 
The Distribution Box Monster and 
Socket Monster were purified against a 
golden dreamlike background. Their 
appearances changed from evil to 
friendly and they slowly returned to 
their original installation positions, 
laughing happily: 

"Distribution Box Monster" and "Socket 
Monster": 

Ha Ha! 

Scene description  Ms. C.K. and Phoenix Ho turned their 
backs to the camera and waved 
goodbye.  Before leaving, Ms. C.K. 
threw a piece of paper, which floated 
slowly from her  hand to the front of the 
camera, reading: Electrical and 
Mechanical Services Department 
(EMSD), Form WR1 — Work 
Completion Certificate.  The logo of the 
Electrical and Mechanical Services 
Department was printed on the paper.  
Ms. C.K. said: 

Ms. C.K.: I'll give you the Work Completion 
Certificate.  Bye! 
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Scene description All the characters appeared around the 
screen. The words "Your fixed 
electrical installation is broken? What 
to do? Find a registered electrical 
contractor!" appeared in the middle. 
The relevant enquiry information was 
displayed at the bottom: 
 
Enquiry: 1823   
Website: www.emsd.gov.hk  
Electrical and Mechanical Services 
Department (EMSD) 

Narrator: Your fixed electrical installation is 
broken?  What to do?  Find a registered 
electrical contractor! 

 




